
'BE KIND, LOVE HARD, MAKE

MEMORIES' - a mini memoir meets

guided journal.

MENTAL WELLNESS BOX

Collaborating with other give-

back companies for our quarterly

gift boxes.

FUNDRAISER 15% of profits towards

organizations or charities with a

mental health or mental wellness

mission. 

OUR STORIES A blog to discuss

customer stories and highlight

companies that could assist in the

coping  & healing journey.

Visionary Founder behind luxury artisan
retailer meets mental health initiative. 

JENNIFER 
ST. JOHN
HEAD DESIGNER, FOUNDER

Initiatives

jennifer@marnieandmichael.com

Founder and Head Designer of MARNIE & MICHAEL, Jennifer St. John, has been involved in art and
design since her earliest days.  In 2020, Jennifer married her desire to create a business, with her
mission to start a mental health initiative and started a retail shop during the peak of the pandemic,
taking a risk that has paid off in its first year. 

@marnieandmichael

marnieandmichael/_created/

marnieandmichael

With an online shop and six retail locations, Jennifer
creates and hand sews her own line of high end leather
bags and accessories with 15% of all profits devoted to
mental health initiatives. 

Her mother, Marnie, sparked Jennifer's lifelong love of
creativity,  through painting, sketching, production and
design. Jennifer shares her parents' reality of living with
mental health challenges and weaves these stories
through her products and her business. 

Currently living in a small Ontario town with two young
children and a husband who also owns his own business,
life is non stop for this entrepreneur family. Two of her
sisters have stepped in to help with the mental health
initiative.

Through her social enterprise – Jennifer gets to share her
personal story while supporting those who are loving
someone through a mental health challenge. 

MARNIE & MICHAEL continues to be passionate about
advocacy, education and the honest conversation
surrounding mental health and wellness.

CONTACT JENNIFER:


